
 

 

 

 

We are a well-established team 
of passionate professionals with wide  

experience in arranging Motor Fleet  
insurance in the Lloyd’s of London,  
the London Company markets and  

MGA’s operating within London.

Motor Fleet
Solutions
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Our Motor Fleet division has experienced remarkable  
growth since its inception just a decade ago, currently  
contributing over £80million in Gross Written Premium (GWP) 
to the London market.

We have a wide-reaching presence in the market, connecting with nearly  
twenty different carriers. This positions us exceptionally well to secure  
solutions for your clients at highly competitive premium rates and favourable  
terms. With access to capacity that surpasses our competitors, we are excellently 
positioned to assist our broker partners in both retaining and winning new business.

WHAT WE DO
We arrange all types of conventional and  
non-conventional motor fleet insurance programmes, 
including but not limited to:
- Comprehensive
- Third-Party, Fire, and Theft
- Third-Party Only
- Long-Term Agreements
- Fleet GAP cover (optional)
- Fleet excess protect (optional)
- Fleet breakdown cover (optional)
- Uninsured loss recovery (ULR) (optional)
- Legal expenses cover (optional)

BENEFITS OF WORKING WITH US
- Speedy turnaround of quotes
- Experienced broking and renewals team
- Comprehensive access to London & Lloyd’s markets,

including insurers that your current wholesaler may
not have access to.

- Long-lasting and exceptionally strong relationships
with key carriers

- Trade-specific policy extensions
- Non-conventional and conventional arrangements
- Risk management provisions

including training, collision cameras, telematics, etc.

WHO IS IT FOR
- Haulage & Logistics
- Couriers
- Car Transporters
- Self-Drive
- Credit Hire
-  Bus & Coach Operators
- Taxi Fleets
-  Car and Van
- Mini Fleets
-  NCB to Fleet conversions

MOTOR SCHEMES 
Courier Motor Scheme
- Trade specific wordings and schemes available with 

specific markets, upon request

Tools of Trade Motor Scheme
Available for vehicles that are involved in:
- Loading, Unloading, Shredding, Lifting
- Mixing, Tipping from cement mixers
- Cherry pickers, Cranes to tippers, etc.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
- £5000 premium + IPT for fleets of 5 vehicles +
- £3000 premium + IPT for fleets of 3 vehicles + 
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